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BUDGETING

The Cinergy 2000 Budgeting system works in the same manner as many
popular spreadsheet programs. The budgeting grid is designed to be user

Budgeting Features

friendly, intuitive, and powerful. Cinergy budgeting ships with a standard motion
picture budget template already installed. The template serves as a guide to

 User Designable Templates
 Infinite Number Of Account Subsheets
 Account Categories, Fringes & Equations
 Define An Infinite Number Of Sub-Sheets
 Search Budget Data With Ease
 Distribute Budgets Along With Free Report

ensure that you account for all expenses. If you are used to working with a
particular format and account numbers, then Cinergy Budgeting is the product
for you. You have the ability to fully customize your budget by adding account
numbers and descriptions. Once you have defined your companys standard
budget, it can be saved as a custom template. The capability to save and retrieve
templates reduces the amount of effort needed to create new budgets. Another

Viewer

powerful feature of the Cinergy Budgeting software is the infinite (well, until your
computer runs out of disk space...) number of subsheets. After you have config-

 User Friendly Interface

ured your top sheet, then you double click on the line that you want to add more
detail to and a new subsheet will appear. You can keep on adding more detail

Why Use Cinergy Budgeting

and more subsheets until you have the granularity of information that will satisfy
your needs. Global variables, categories and user defined equations provides





users with the power to perform What If Analysis on budget data. You can easily
calculate, for example, the impact of changing your shooting location. With multiple

Toll Free Technical Support Line
Integrates with Cinergy 2000 Scheduling
Free version upgrades*

sheets, it is easy to get lost and forget where you put a line; weve all done it.
Cinergy provides a search function to help locate hard to find categories and entries.
If youre looking for an easy to use and powerful budgeting package then look no
further than Cinergy 2000 Budgeting.

System Requirements
 IBM or compatible computer with a
Pentium or faster CPU
 Microsoft Windows 95, 98 or NT
 20MB Hard Disk Space
 8MB RAM, 16MB Recommended
 CD-ROM drive
 VGA or higher-resolution monitor
or display; Super VGA recommended
 Mouse or compatible device

Mindstar Productions, Inc.
10821 Monticello Drive
Great Falls, Virginia 22066

* NOTE: Minor revision upgrades are free. Mindstar only charges for major revision upgrades (i.e.: an
upgrade from 3.3 to 3.7 is free but an upgrade from 3.3 to 4.0 is not)
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